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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 2186-Beanie believed that being able to be by the

side of a big shot like David was the most correct decision she had made in her life.

“Go and recruit some servants tomorrow. Cooks, cleaners, and so on. I think the

Nacht family guards you brought are not good at this kind of thing. We should just

let them concentrate on security work,” David said.

“Okay, Master! I’ll nd some tomorrow,” Beanie replied respectfully.

Even if David did not say anything about it, she would still nd a chance to bring

this up.

For such a large house, just the daily cleaning alone was a huge task.

Although the guards of the Nacht family had seen David’s strength in Demon Ridge

and David had rescued all of them so they were willing to do these things, they

were naturally not ef cient since they had never done such work before.

Finding some professionals to do this would be optimum.

“When recruiting staff, you must pay attention. Character is the most important

factor, followed by ability. If their character is not good, you can’t hire them no

matter how capable they are, understand?”

“Understood, Master.”

The three continued to walk in the direction of the trading street.

Yesterday, David received an invitation from Thor to attend an insider’s trade fair.

Thor also said mysteriously that there would be something good in this fair and he

guaranteed that David would like it.

Plus, this fair would not be made public.

It would be done in the dark, so the invitations were all sent privately.

Those who participated were all from Sole’s top circles.

David was looking forward to this insider’s trade fair.

The treasures that could be traded in Sole’s top circles were not bad, and they

would not be cheap.

If he could get some, his lavish points would soar.

By then, it would not take long before his lavish points got to 10 thousand.

When the time came, he would upgrade his Body rst.

Then, he could achieve Ancestral Deity Rank in an instant.

Ancestral Deity Rank was the last rank of Divine Realm.

It would be very powerful even in Level 9 civilization Leila.

By then, David could attack and retreat as he wished.

He would have enough capital and strength regardless of if he stayed in Star

Kingdom or went to Leila.

The three soon arrived in Treasure Pavilion in the trading street.

Thor was already waiting.

“Master David, you are here. Welcome, welcome!” Thor saw David and hurriedly

stepped forward to greet him respectfully.

“Mr. Rivers, you’re too kind. Sorry to keep you waiting,” David also responded

politely.

“I haven’t waited for too long.” Thor smiled.

Even since he rst met David because of Pebbles and he had felt David’s powerful

strength, he had carefully looked into the other party.

It turned out that David had just come to Sole not long ago and did not belong to

any of Sole’s forces.

So, Thor made up his mind instantly.

He had to curry favor with David and maintain a good relationship with him.

He did not hesitate to spend a lot of money to buy an invitation for David to the

insider’s trade fair and invite David to go with him.

He did that just to please the other party.

The insider’s trade fair was secretly held by Sole’s top circle.

There were only one thousand invitations and each invitation allowed three guests

to enter.

Sole was such a big second-tier city.

So, how would a thousand invitations be enough?

Therefore, the insider’s trade fair was a time for great masters from all walks of life

to show their talents.

The reason why it was held in secret was because naturally, some things were not

suitable for public disclosure.
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